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Cable Group Table Notes Bend Relief Boots/Springs
Cable Group Table Notes
If your cable group is not listed,
contact the factory for assistance...

Note:

Trompeter provides cable connectors with configurations
designed to provide tough, durable terminations on specific
cables. Cable connector part numbers reference a specific
cable group number for a specific cable type, model, and/
or manufacturer. This ensures that the connector fits your
cable and provides the toughest termination available in the
industry.
If you know the part number and manufacturer of your cable,
you can locate the cable's assigned cable group number using
the cable group table in the following pages.
If you have a Trompeter connector, you can determine the
cable group number by the last hyphenated suffix, (usually 1
to 3 digits).

Example: UPL220-026 = cable group number -026

All dimensions in the proceeding Cable 		
Group Table are in thousandths of an inch.

If you cannot satisfy your connector requirements with
the standard cable group number, or have a special
requirement, contact your local Trompeter representative
listed on the back inside cover of this catalog, or you can
visit our website at www.EmersonConnectivity.com to find
the sales rep nearest you. Contact the factory for more
information.
Note: Cables of the same type and specification may vary
from manufacturer to manufacturer. Always verify the cable
group number for your connector type and manufacturer.
The symbol after the part numbers listed in this catalog
indicates that you should refer to the cable group table in
the proceeding pages.

Wrench style = Wrench Crimp
Crimp style = Tool Crimp

Bend Relief Boots/Springs

Minimizes the cable damage when exceeding the cable's
minimum bend radius. Bend relief boots are made of
tough 105°PVC. Bend relief springs are plastic coated
tempered steel wire which are assembled as an integral
part of the clamp-nut assembly. Available for specific
Trompeter connectors, patch cords, and cable assemblies.
For bend relief “BR” spring connectors, refer to page 79.
Boots may be assembled to the cable connector using 3M
ScotchGrip™ No.1099 plastic adhesive or equivalent. Call
the factory for availability.

For Plugs: (PL20, PL40)
Wrench Crimp Connectors
(Cable Groups -1,-2, &-5 only)

Black

ACA-

For Plugs: (PL220 & PL240)
Tool Crimp Connectors
(Cable Groups -011 & -013 only)

Clear

ACC-
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